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AFFIDAVIT OF GERALD ARMSTRONG

I, GERALD ARMSTRONG, hereby swear under the pains and

" penalties of perjury as follows:
|/

‘II ¢ '

l. I became involved with Scientology in l969 and from

l97l to 1981 was a member of the Sea Organization. I was with""—-

personal staff, and have a great deal of personal knowledge

U L. Ron Hubbard much of this time, worked in several areas on his

’ and the documents and files creat

concerning the function of Scientology's various organizations
ed and maintained in the normal

course of their affairs.

2. I am familiar with what were known in Scientology

organizations as B-l files. B-l, or Bureau One, was the

Intelligence Bureau of the Guardian's Office which was an

D organization "corporately" within the Church of Scientology of

California (CSC). I was in B-l for a few weeks in Daytona

Bearch, Florida in 1975, and in l974 and l975 was the

Intelligence Officer on the ship "Apollo" (Flag), Hubbard's
" .

headquarters at the time. I was, for practical purposes,

directly under the Assistant Guardian for Intelligence on the

’ ship, and was trained on G0 Intelligence procedures and

policies. I have seen B-l files, including my own which

although edited and stripped of much of its contents, was

D 'r produced in the case of Christofferson v. CSC, et al, in
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Portland, Oregon in I985. B-l files were created on every staff

member, even while in "good standing" in the organization. The

usable intelligence information B-l collected on staff

- included: "crimes," sexual-histories,_drug histories, any

connections to government agencies, financial institutions,

medical or psychiatric individuals or group, and media or public

relations, lists of friends, contacts, family and connections.

the person's whole life. when the person was deemed a real

' Each B-1 file contained a "time-track," a detailed chronology of

threat to the organization or Hubbard, as Tonja Burden was

because of what she knew about him, virtually everything, every

paper from every file in the organization, data excerpted or

culled from her preclear files, debriefs of staff, reports of
would be added to the B-l file.operatives against her, etc.,

It is an intelligence file for intelligence purposes. It is not

part of legal operations.

3. From the beginning of December 1975 until the end

of May 1976, I worked in L. Ron Hubbard's External

Communications Unit (LEC) in Dunedin, Florida. I was the Deputy

\ LEC Aide, under Mike Douglas who was directly under Hubbard. I

handled on a daily basis the telex and dispatch traffic to and

U from Hubbard. All of his control lines for Scientology

internationally ran through my unit in Dunedin, even after he

left in March I976 and went to Washington, D.C. when his cover

.='— in Dunedin was blown. The Dunedin operation was manned by
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people who had been on the "Apollo" and had been employees of

Operation and Transport Corporation (OTC), 98% of the stock of

which was owned by L. Ron Hubbard. For "legal" and tax reasons,

the "Apollo" was considered a "marine mission of the Church of

Scientology of California." In Dunedin, each person was told

that he was an employee of United Churches of Florida (UCF)

which was a cover or "shore story" Hubbard created to hide

Scientology and his control. Attached as Exhibit A is a report

from Henning Heldt, the head of the United States Guardian's

Office, itself part of CSC, to Hubbard concerning a program

originated by Hubbard called "Goldmine." I saw this dispatch,

plus "Goldmine" orders and compliances while in LEC. As can be

seen by the attached dispatch, CSC purchased the Florida

properties and "UCF is a CSC controlled corporation." Also, as

shown by this dispatch, and what I knew from years of work in

various positions in the organization and close to Hubbard,

there was no corporate integrity and Hubbard controlled

virtually every aspect, corporate, financial or otherwise of CSC

and all the Sea Org.

4. In addition to "Goldmine," a program file for which

was maintained in LEC, there were several other programs or

missions I recall that Hubbard operated during l975 and 1976 and

for which there were also files in LEC into which went all

correspondence relating to those programs and missions,

including telexes, compliances, daily reports and debriefs.
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These programs or missions included at least:

A. Program Power;

B. Flag Land Base Setup;

C. Pat & Trudy Broeker;

D. Freedman Mission;

E. Flag GO;

F. California properties: _

Program Power which was written by Hubbard concerned an

"Early Warning System" directing the GO (CSC organization) to

keep Hubbard from being served in any lawsuit. The GO

compliances, projects and operations which came out of Hubbard's

program were also included in the LEC program file.

Flag Land Base Setup involved several missions or

projects concerning Clearwater which Hubbard wrote and

operated. As can be seen by Program Power and its accompanying

dispatch, attached hereto as Exhibit B, Hubbard claims at

November 26, l975 to be running all of Scientology. "I am

actually acting on all Scientology lines in one way or another

in a very heavy Phase I." (Phase I means, in Scientology

jargon, to single-hand, or handle things oneself). Hubbard

gives an example of the "non-US registration cycle which (he

was) having to push." This was the operation to get landed

immigrant status for foreigners at the Clearwater Base by
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fraudulent means. The program and mission files for all the

base actions Hubbard operated were maintained in LEC.

Pat and Trudy Broeker on their mission which Hubbard

operated were his "eyes and ears" into the Clearwater Base as

soon as it started to operate. They reported daily to him on

all activities at the Base.

Fran and Frankie Freedman was a mission operated by

Hubbard to purchase the Clearwater properties. They later

negotiated the deal for the Dunedin property. Hubbard refers to

them as "F & F" in his November 26, 1975 dispatch.

Hubbard operated all the GO activities in Clearwater,

and files were maintained at LEC of his correspondence and

orders. He states in the November 26, I975 dispatch, "I am

actually operating as an AG (Assistant Guardian - the top GO

post in any organization) office USB (United States Base) almost

totally single hand." GO activities included Intelligence,

Public Relations, Legal and Finance.

Around May l976, Hubbard sent into LEC a number of

orders regarding the move of him and his personal office to

California. I was briefed on mission orders (MO) to go to

California to set up a staging area in Culver City. My MO's and

Hubbard's orders were in LEC. The later LEC office in Culver
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City maintained additional files on the California properties.

5. Throughout l980 and l98l, I worked in Hubbard's

eau assembling documentation from- Personal Public Relations Bur

Hubbard's personal archives and other sources for the production

of a biography to be written about him by a non-Scientology

writer, Omar V. Garrison. I provided, as called for by

contract, approximately l00,000 pages of documentation to

Garrison, most of it copies. After I left the Sea Org in

December l98l, Hubbard and Scientology, pursuant to his "Fair

Game Policy," which is in fact, a license to sue, lie to, cheat

and destroy any perceived enemy, initiated a number of

intelligence and overt harassment actions against me. In the

summer of I982, in order to defend myself, I obtained back from

Garrison some of the documents provided him and sent them to my

attorneys. CSC sued me in August l982 in the Los Angeles

Superior Court and the documents I had sent my attorneys were

ordered to be delivered to the Court where they were put under

seal. Mary Sue Hubbard entered the case, hereinafter referred

to as Armstrong, as Plaintiff in Intervention in late 1982. The

case went to trial in 1984 and several of the sealed documents

were admitted into evidence as defense exhibits

500A—500JJJJJJJ. A Judgment was entered in my favor. The

exhibits and other biography documents remain under seal pending

the outcome of an appeal taken by plaintiff.
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6. I am familiar with the various biographical

sketches listed in request number 48 in Plaintiff's Request for

Production of Documents to Defendant Church of Scientology of

California, hereinafter referred to as the "Request for

Production," in the case of Burden v. Church of Scientology, et

gl. Although some of these were exhibits in Armstrong, I have

personal knowledge that CSC has possession of the original of

each of these documents separate from the copies under seal in

Armstrong. '

7. I am familiar with the various naval records of L.

Ron Hubbard listed in request number 49 of the Request for

Production. Although copies of some of these were exhibits in

I have ersonal knowledge that CSC had possession ofArmtrong, p

the originals or earlier generation copies of each of these

documents separate from the copies under seal. I am also aware

of sworn statements by Scientology agents that the organization

possesses even more of Hubbard's naval records than I ossessed
P

while working in his PR Bureau.

8. I am familiar with the documents described in

requests nos. 50, 51 and 52 in the Request for Production. The

original of these documents is in the possession or control of

CSC. These documents, which are in Hubbard's handwriting,

reveal that his "war wounds" were feigned, and they show his

intent when creating his "mental therapy."
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9. I am familiar with the documents listed in request

no. 62 of the Request for Production. These are generally as

- follows:

A-PP: biographical representations and naval records.

RR-CCCC: naval and VA records. .

JJJJ—MMMM: Hubbard's involvement in black magic.

QQQQ-YYYY: B—l materials on L. Ron Hubbard, Jr., and

representations about Dianetics/Scientology as a science and

mental therapy; "religion angle."

BBBBB: Scientology in field of mental therapy.

g_ DDDDD-FFFFF: control, and undated resignations held by

Hubbard.

HHHHH: "resignation" as trustee.

JJJJJ: Hubbard security.

MMMMM-NNNNN: Hubbard control of litigation.

RRRRR-SSSSS: Interpol report; Hubbard's control of

Clearwater setup.

UUUUU-AAAAAA: Hubbard control of Scientology corps and

money. .

DDDDDD-FFFFFF: Hubbard's intent to attack enemies.

HHHHHH: Hubbard's use of law to attack.

JJJJJJ: Hubbard control of intelligence operations.

KKKKKK-NNNNNN: Hubbard re attack.

ii PPPPPP-SSSSSS: Hubbard attack-of individuals;
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intelligence data on Attorney Michael Flynn.

VVVVVV: "Hubbard's statement re his "Ph.D."

XXXXXX-AAAAAAA: Hubbard representations; intelligence;

» Hubbard's ownership of Sea Org ships. _

DDDDDDD-FFFFFFF: Hubbard letter of introduction to me;

attack on press.

IIIIIII—JJJJJJJ: Hubbard representations; control of

finances.

l0. The documents from under seal which went into

evidence in Armstrong show what representations Hubbard made

about himself and what the truth behind the representations is.

They show that Hubbard was not crippled and blinded during world

war II and did not cure himself with Dianetics. They show

Hubbard's various claims about Scientology being a "science" and

what results were guaranteed with its use. They show his intent

in relabelling Scientology a "religion." And they show his

vindictiveness and intent to control and destroy people.

ll. CSC has claimed in their response to the Request

for Production that they do not have possession or control of

the documents which had previously formed the biography archives

under my control. In their verified complaint in Armstrong,

they stated about these same documents that they were "the

personal property of plaintiff CSC." During the litigation they

their claim to that of bailee, and Mary Sue Hubbard, the;~ changed _
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intervenor, claimed that the documen s

property.

I am personally aware

II;\ ‘F I. | ‘ H(JOQB

t were her personal

' the Christofferson case,that in

n d and did produce, copies of some ofCSC was ordered to pro uce,

the same documents which had been exhibits in Armstrong.

lt es of perjury underSigned under the pains and pena l

the laws of Florida.

Executed this 7th day of March, 1986 in Boston,

Massachusetts.

GERALD ARMSTRO

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

Suffolk, SS March 7, l986

' Then personally appeared before me the above named
Gerald Armstrong, and acknowledged the foregoing instrument
.to be his free act and deed

Before me,

Notary Public

My Commission Expires 3/3lfl4'
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